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Studying the thermal decomposition of energetic materials at high temperatures can
provide detailed reaction and mechanistic information, which is critical for understanding
the reactivity of energetic materials, designing mixed explosives, and achieving improved
safety. In this work, the effects of temperature and pressure on graphene (Gr)-based HMX
crystals were investigated using ReaxFF molecular dynamics simulations. The thermal
decomposition processes of perfect HMX crystals, HMX crystals with (001), (010), or (100)
crystal planes, and HMX/Gr mixed systems were studied at high temperatures and
pressures. In the mixed systems, different configurations of HMX molecules adsorbed
on the Gr surface were confirmed by theoretical calculation methods. With the pressure
ranging from atmospheric pressure to 31 GPa, 3, 5, and 3 configurations of HMX
adsorbed on the Gr surface were identified for the (001)/Gr, (010)/Gr, and (100)/Gr
systems, respectively. The time-dependent curves for the evolution of fragments,
intermediates, and pyrolysis products were analyzed. The rate constant for the thermal
decomposition of HMX was found to be significantly affected by the addition of Gr. In
particular, the thermal decomposition reaction was strongly inhibited in the (010)/Gr
system. This result indicates that Gr promotes an anisotropic thermal effect, resulting
from the steric hindrance of the NO2 functional groups and the interaction between Gr and
HMX molecules. Gr also affected the initial reaction pathway of homolytic N–NO2 bond
cleavage, with C=O, C–OH, and C–OC bonds on the Gr surface participating in the
formation of nitro radicals and HONO.
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INTRODUCTION

Energy materials (EMs), such as explosives, pyrotechnics, and propellants, play an important
role in many fields including aeronautics and the defense industry (Fried et al., 2001). Because of
their high density, energy, and tension, EMs are widely used in applications ranging from
engineering blasting, automobile air bags, and oil exploitation to weapons and rocket propellants
(Singh, 2005). As pure EMs are highly sensitive, they are typically mixed with binders, additives,
and desensitizers to improve the thermal decomposition mechanism, tensile mechanical
properties, and sensitivity. Considering the excellent properties of graphene (Gr) (Allen
et al., 2010), such as a large specific surface area, high thermal conductivity, and high
electrical conductivity, graphene-based materials (GBMs), such as Gr, graphene oxide (GO),
and reduced graphene oxide (rGO), and EM/GBM mixtures have received considerable
attention (Chen et al., 2006). Recently, GBMs have been proposed as additives and
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desensitizers to replace graphite and other compounds in
1,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene (TATB)-based (Lin
et al., 2017) and hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane (HNIW or
CL-20)-based (Liu et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2014) plastic-bonded
explosives (PBXs).

Various studies (Liu et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2014) have focused
on elucidating the origin of the reduced mechanical sensitivity

and thermal stability of GBM/CL-20 mixtures. Owing to their
high specific surface areas, GBMs were found to provide a large
buffer space when EM/GBM mixtures encounter mechanical
shock and impact. The thermal decomposition process has
also been studied at low temperatures. Owing to the good
thermal conductivity of Gr, heat flow can be quickly
transferred from Gr to the PBX surface, thus promoting the
decomposition of PBX and reducing its thermal stability. At high
temperatures, the oxygen-containing functional groups on the
surface of GO decompose, releasing OH radicals and transferring
some of the heat flow to the PBX, which also promotes PBX
decomposition. In contrast, because most of the oxygen-
containing groups on the surface of rGO are reduced, PBX
thermal stability is not affected by the addition of the rGO
powder.

For 1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocane (HMX) and GO
composites, the activation energy is significantly increased by
the addition of GO to HMX crystals. Furthermore, the thermal
stability of HMX explosives is increased (Li et al., 2013) by a

TABLE 1 | Initial supercells in the calculated systems.

Model a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) α

(deg)
β

(deg)
γ

(deg)
ρ

(g/cm3)
Atom

P-HMX 26.16 22.10 26.10 90 124.3 90 1.894 1344
P-001 26.16 22.10 57.04 90 90 90 1.43 2688
G-001 26.16 22.10 57.04 90 90 90 1.51 2816
P-010 26.10 24.41 53.10 90 90 62.27 1.58 2688
G-010 26.10 24.41 53.10 90 90 62.27 1.66 2816
P-100 22.10 26.10 56.60 90 90 90 1.45 2688
G-100 22.10 26.10 56.60 90 90 90 1.52 2816

FIGURE 1 | Process for establishing theG-001 (h) and P-001 1) supercells. (A) and (D) unit cells of β-HMXand graphite, (B) and (E) 4× 2× 3 β-HMX supercell and 8 × 8× 1
graphite supercell, (C) cleavage of the perfect β-HMXcrystal along the (001) crystal plane, (F) and (G) the structures of the (001) crystal plane and graphene, (H) the final structure of
G-001, and (I) final structure of P-001. The red dotted line, which consists of (A), (B), (C), (F), and (H), represents the establishing process of the P-001model. The blue dotted line
shows the establishing process of the G-001 model.
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flame-retardant effect resulting from the metal salts used in the
GO preparation process (Shi and Li, 2011). The desensitizing
effect of GO sheets is better than that of fullerene and carbon
nanotubes (CNTs). Niu et al. (2017) prepared HMX/rGO/
graphite mixtures via an in situ chemical reduction coating
method. The obtained results revealed that GO sheets and
graphite could be used as co-desensitizers in HMX explosives.
These previous studies indicate that thermal reactions at high

temperatures and pressures depend strongly on the preparation
method and conditions. In particular, the addition of GO toHMX
and CL-20 has an opposite effect on the thermal stability.
However, the thermal decomposition mechanisms of Gr and
GO in EM/GBM mixtures under extreme conditions are not well
understood because of the lack of experimental data.

Theoretical methods, such as quantum mechanical and
molecular dynamics simulations, have been applied to
investigate the thermal decomposition mechanisms of the EM/
GBM mixture and clarify the effects of GBM addition on the
sensitivity of EMs. To investigate the mechanisms of
functionalized graphene sheets (FGSs) dispersed in liquid
nitromethane (NM), Liu et al (2012) performed ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations. The results showed that the
thermal decomposition of NM molecules is greatly accelerated in
the presence of FGSs, resulting in the formation of water,
nitrogen, and carbon dioxide. Various reaction pathways, such
as proton or oxygen exchange, were identified, and the FGSs were
found to act as a catalyst in the thermal decomposition process.
Zhang et al. (2019) determined the thermal stability of GO, 4,4′-
Azo-1,2,4-triazole (ATRZ), and GO-ATRZ using ReaxFF-lg force
field molecular dynamics simulations. Because of the strong space
effect of GO, the activation energy of GO-ATRZ was 16.1 kJ/mol
higher than that of pure ATRZ, indicating that GO can improve
the thermal stability of ATRZ. Thus, GO can be combined with
ATRZ as a desensitizer. For 1,1-diamino-2,2-dinitroethene
(FOX-7)-GO composites (Su et al., 2019), which is an ideal
prototype system, the interaction interface was studied using a

TABLE 2 | Lattice parameters of the P-HMX unit cell obtained using various experimental and theoretical methods.

Model a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) α (deg) β (deg) γ (deg) ρ (g/cm3)

Expt. Choi and Boutin (1970) 6.54 11.05 8.7 90 124.3 90 1.894
Expt. Menikoff et al. (2005) 6.537 11.054 8.702 90 124.44 90 1.897
DFT-D2 Peng et al. (2014) 6.542 10.842 8.745 90 124.41 90 1.923
This work 6.6 11.085 9.003 90 123.9 90 1.808

TABLE 3 | Lattice parameters of different HMX crystal planes and HMX/Gr
mixtures.

Model a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) α (deg) β (deg) γ (deg) ρ (g/cm3)

P-001 26.67 20.63 46.99 90 90 90 1.816
G-001 25.41 20.25 45.69 90 90 90 1.827
P-010 28.05 25.89 40.12 90 90 61.5 1.821
G-010 27.41 25.22 44.24 90 90 61.4 1.824
P-100 19.44 28.42 46.69 90 90 90 1.822
G-100 19.47 28.33 49.35 90 90 90 1.826

TABLE 4 | Normalized binding energies (kJ/mol) of HMX/Gr per carbon atom
in Gr.

Model Etotal EHMX Egraphene Ebind

G-001 −5989.01 −5485.16 −488.16 11.95
G-010 −5991.61 −5482.03 −487.89 16.53
G-100 −5980.88 −5484.23 −488.28 6.38

FIGURE 2 | Decay of HMX molecules versus simulation time at 3000 K.

FIGURE 3 | Rate constants for the decay of HMX molecules at 3000 K.
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dispersion-corrected density functional approach. The results
revealed that both interfacial charge transfer from FOX-7 to
GO and hydrogen bonding contribute to relatively strong
interactions between FOX-7 and GO.

The thermal processes of EM/GBM mixtures at high
temperatures and pressures, which are more complex than
those of pure EMs, are accompanied by the release of a large
amount of energy. Furthermore, experimental verification of the
intermediates and initial reaction pathways in mixed systems
under extreme conditions has been challenging. The complex
decomposition processes of EM/GBM mixtures involve various
unimolecular and bimolecular reactions. As Gr is the simplest
type of GBM, elucidating the role of Gr in mixtures with EMs can
provide a basis for understanding decreased sensitivity and
complex detonation reactions. ReaxFF-lg molecular dynamics
simulation (RMDS), which was first proposed by Liu et al
(2011), has been used to study the reactions of HMX (Wu
et al., 2020), 2,4,6-triamino-5-nitropyrimidine-1,3-dioxide
(ICM-102) (Yang et al., 2020), TATB (Hamilton et al., 2019),
CL-20 (Wang et al., 2019), and CL-20/trinitrotoluene (TNT)
(Ren et al., 2019). Furthermore, these results have been compared
with quantum mechanics calculations and experimental findings.

In the present work, RMDS was used to study the molecular
configurations of HMXmolecules adsorbed on Gr surfaces as well
as the thermal decomposition of HMX/Gr systems at high
temperatures. This work focused on the thermal behavior of
perfect HMX crystals, HMX crystals with different crystal planes,
and HMX/Gr mixtures. An in-depth understanding of the effect
of Gr on complex explosive chemical mechanisms and various
factors that influence the degradation pathways is essential for the
preparation, storage, transportation, and use of mixed explosives.

MODEL BUILDING AND COMPUTATIONAL
APPROACH

A perfect HMX crystal structure was obtained from experimental
X-ray data (Choi and Boutin, 1970). Shock sensitivity of HMX is
different along different directions (Menikoff et al., 2005).
Furthermore, compression of β-HMX using a diamond anvil
cell has revealed that the lattice parameters of a single crystal are
anisotropic (Hooks et al., 2006). In addition, COMPASS-based
molecular dynamics simulations have shown that the interactions
between HMX and a binder are different, depending on the
crystallographic plane of HMX (Xiao et al., 2005).

To investigate the effects of the HMX crystal plane and Gr on
thermal decomposition of HMX/Gr mixtures, we built a series of
models. Along the x, y, and z directions, a 4 × 2 × 3 perfect HMX
supercell and an 8 × 8 × 1 graphite supercell were employed by
expanding the unit cells of HMX and graphite. Then, (001), (010),
and (100) structures were obtained by cleaving the perfect HMX
supercell along the (001), (010), and (100) crystal planes,
respectively. Thus, the total number of HMX molecules for
each crystal plane was 48 (1344 atoms). The initial lattice
parameters of perfect HMX (P-HMX), the (001), (010), and
(100) crystal planes of HMX (P-001, P-010, and P-100,
respectively), and Gr mixtures with the (001), (010), and (100)

crystal planes of HMX (G-001, G-010, and G-100, respectively)
are listed in Table 1.

Because the HMX cell structure was taken from neutron
diffraction data, the space group of β-HMX unit cell structure
is P21/C. The periodic boundary conditions of HMX supercell
structure for a perfect crystal were the same as those of traditional
molecular dynamics. The HMX structure and HMX/Gr mixed
structure along different crystal planes, which were built on HMX
supercell structure and graphite supercell structure, belong to the
P1 space group.

In this article, based on the principle of size matching, the
spatial structures of HMX and graphene with different crystal
planes were obtained. It can be seen from Table1 that the values
of axis a and axis b of all structures are about 20 Å. Taking the
HMX/Gr modeling process along the (001) plane as an example,
after cutting the perfect HMX supercell structure, the (001) lattice
parameter of the two-dimensional structure was 26.16 × 22.10 Å.
The lattice parameters of the graphene unit cell were 2.46 Å × 2.46
Å × 6.8 Å, and then the lattice parameter becomes 19.68 × 19.68 ×
6.8 Å after expanding eight times, eight times, and one time along
the a-axis, b-axis, and c-axis, respectively. Currently, the graphite
supercell structure matches the size of the HMX supercell
structure with different crystal planes. Therefore, the graphene
structure composed of 128 carbon atoms is selected as the
simulation object in this article.

Figure 1 outlines the processes used to establish the P-001 and
G-001 models. For example, the P-001 model, which contains 96
HMX molecules, was built by combining two (001) plane
structures. The P-010 and P-100 models were established
using the same methods. The HMX/Gr models were built
using HMX crystal plane structures containing 96 HMX
molecules and one Gr molecule. The Gr molecule, which was
obtained from the 8 × 8 × 1 graphite supercell, was placed
between two HMX crystal plane structures. In the HMX/Gr
models, the mass fractions of Gr and HMX were 5.1 and
94.9%, respectively.

In this work, the energy minimization of HMX and HMX/Gr
models without relaxing the lattice parameters was performed to
release internal structural stress from the seven supercells. The
method of the structural optimization process was the limited-

FIGURE 4 | Evolution of NO2 radical fragments at 3000 K.
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FIGURE 5 | Models of G-001 (A), G-010 (B), and G-100 (C) in the XZ plane.

A B

C D

FIGURE 6 | Evolution of intermediates at 3000 K. (A) HONO, (B) N2O2, (C) HNO3, and (D) NO.
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memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (L-BFGS)
algorithm. The maximum number of the minimization step
and convergence criterion were 1000 and 4.184 (kJ/mol)/Å,
respectively.

Subsequently, a two-step RMDS consisting of a 25 ps
isothermal–isobaric (NPT) molecular dynamics simulation
(0.25 fs time step) and a 25 ps isothermal–isochoric (NVT)
molecular dynamics simulation (0.25 fs time step) was used to
relax the seven structures at room temperature with the pressure
ranging from atmospheric pressure to 31 GPa with the
Nose–Hoover chain thermostat (50 fs damping constant) and
the NHCP anisotropic barostat (500 fs damping constant), which
represents an anisotropic Parrinello–Rahman–Hoover (RPH)
NPT ensemble algorithm coupled with the
Martyna–Tuckerman–Tobias–Klein (MTTK) algorithm to
control the pressure fluctuation in the RMDS.

Finally, based on the NVT ensemble, the total 100 ps RMDS
was calculated to investigate thermal decomposition at 3000 K,
with a time step of 0.1 fs. By analyzing the behaviors of the HMX
and Gr molecules during the evolution of the RMDS, the effect of
Gr on the mixed explosives could be elucidated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Validation of the ReaxFF-lg Force Field
For molecular dynamics simulations, it is necessary to confirm
the applicability of the force field to the calculated system. Many
studies have examined the applicability of the ReaxFF force field
to HMX and other EMs. It has been found that the equation of the

state of HMX (Liu et al., 2011) and the reaction process under
different loading conditions (Hamilton et al., 2019; Ren et al.,
2019; Wang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020) are well
described by this force field. However, the applicability of the
ReaxFF force field to mixed systems composed of HMX and Gr
has not been reported.

To verify the suitability of the ReaxFF-lg force field for HMX/
Gr mixtures, RMDS (25 ps NPT + 25 ps NVT) was performed for
the seven HMX systems at 300 K and atmospheric pressure. The
lattice parameters and density determined for the P-HMX unit
cell are summarized in Table 2 and compared with results
obtained experimentally or with other theoretical methods.
The density obtained using RMDS was 1.808 g/cm3, which is
in good agreement with the results of previous experiments (Choi
and Boutin, 1970; Menikoff et al., 2005; Xiao et al., 2005; Hooks
et al., 2006; Peng et al., 2014; He et al., 2015) and DFT-D2

calculations (Peng et al., 2014).
To verify the applicability of the ReaxFF-lg force field to the

reactions between graphene molecule and HMX molecules
(supporting information of Supplementary Figures S1–S5),
two compared system models composed of single-molecule
HMX (Supplementary Figure S1A) and single-molecule HMX
and graphene (Supplementary Figures S1B–K) were established,
and then the initial reaction pathway of N–NO2 bond breaking of
the HMX molecule to form a nitro radical in the two models was
calculated by the method of structure optimization and potential
energy surface scanning methods. The results (Supplementary
Figures S2–S5) show that graphene does not affect the initial
reaction pathway of HMX.

The lattice parameters predicated by RMDS for the different
HMX crystal planes and HMX/Gr mixtures are summarized in
Table 3. The density, which is typically the main factor affecting
thermal decomposition processes, was approximately 1.8 g/cm3

for all the investigated systems. As shown in Table 3, the a-axis,
b-axis, and α, β, and γ values changed slightly, whereas the c-axis
value changed abruptly, indicating that the c-axis is easily
compressed.

Notably, the interaction between HMX and Gr in the HMX/Gr
mixtures can be expressed by the binding energy, which is
positively correlated with compatibility and stability. In other
words, a larger binding energy is expected for mixed explosives

TABLE 5 | Rate constants (ps−1) of intermediates at 3000 K.

Model NO2 HONO NO N2O2

P-HMX 0.32 0.14 0.12 0.16
P-001 0.30 0.18 0.12 0.24
P-010 0.49 0.19 0.13 0.23
P-100 0.46 0.17 0.11 0.18
G-001 0.38 0.19 0.10 0.18
G-010 0.3 0.23 0.10 0.29
G-100 0.4 0.17 0.11 0.22

FIGURE 7 | HMX configurations on the HMX/Gr systems at atmospheric pressure. (A) G-001, (B) G-010, and (C) G-100.
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FIGURE 8 | HMX configurations on G-001 (A,B) and G-100 (C,D) in the pressure range of 1–31 GPa.

FIGURE 9 | HMX configurations on G-010 in the pressure range of 1–31 GPa. (A) C4H8O6N8O(ads)2, (B) C4H8O8N7N(ads), (C) C4H8O7N7O(ads)N(ads), and (D)
C4H8O4N8O(ads)4.
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with greater compatibility and stability. The binding energy can
be calculated as:

Ebind � −Einteraction � − (Etotal−EHMX−EGr), (1)
where Ebind is the binding energy between HMX and Gr,
Einteraction is the interaction energy between HMX and Gr,
Etotal is the potential energy of the HMX/Gr system, and EHMX

and EGr are the potential energies of HMX and Gr, which can be
obtained by removing Gr and HMX from the HMX/Gr system.
To compare the effect of graphene on the binding energies of
HMX/Gr systems, the binding energy of each carbon atom in
graphene was obtained by dividing 126 carbon atoms of Gr. Based
on the RMDS results, G-010 and G-100 were predicted to have
the largest and smallest binding energies in Table 4, respectively.
The binding energies of three-mixture models were also
calculated by classic molecular dynamic simulations, which
were based on the COMPASS force field (supporting
information of Supplementary Table S1). The results show
the same order with the ReaxFF force field results. He et al.
(2015) investigated the interactions between HMX with different
crystal plane directions and hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene
(HTPB), which is a typical binder in PBXs. They proposed that
the formation energy between HMX crystals and HTPB
decreased in the order (010) ˃ (001) ˃ (100). These results
indicated that strong interactions, such as hydrogen bonds,
can be formed between Gr or HTPB and HMX crystals,
especially with the (010) crystal plane.

Evolution of HMX Molecules
The decomposition of solid HMX crystals at high temperatures
produce many small fragments and products, as demonstrated
using the RMDS (Liu et al., 2011) and experiments (Niu et al.,
2017). Figure 2 shows the decay of the number of HMX
molecules during thermal decomposition of the HMX/Gr
mixtures at 3000 K. For all the investigated systems, the same

trend was observed during the initial stage (0–0.3 ps). At longer
simulation times (0.31–1.8 ps), the HMX molecules gradually
disappeared via several initial reactions pathways with different
rate constants.

Based on the first-order phase transition nucleation theory
and an interatomic interaction model via Monte Carlo
simulation (Los et al., 2015), the melting temperature of Gr
is 4510 K, which is higher than that of graphite. In particular,
an investigation of chemical bond breaking and formation
using ab initio molecular dynamics calculations (AIMD)
suggested that Gr cannot melt when the system is heated
up to 4500 K, leading to a quasi-2D liquid state (Ganz et al.,
2017). Thus, in the current study, Gr was not reactive during
the thermal decomposition of the HMX/Gr systems at 3000 K.
Nevertheless, it was confirmed that Gr and the HMX crystal
face affect the decomposition process of HMX molecules in
the various calculated systems.

For the first stage, which has been proposed to have a critical
effect on the thermal decomposition process, the rate constant
can be calculated using the number evolution of HMX molecules
using a first-order rate equation (Wang et al., 2019):

N(t) � N0 · exp[ − k1(t − t0)], (2)
where N(t) and N0 are the numbers of HMX molecules at
simulation times t and t0, respectively. Figure 3 shows the rate
constant, k1, for the decay of HMX molecules. These results
suggest that both the crystal plane and Gr affect HMX
decomposition, with smaller rate constants observed for P-
001, P-100, G-001, G-010, and G-100 than for P-HMX.
Furthermore, the rate constants for the HMX/Gr mixtures
are smaller than those for HMX alone with the same crystal
plane. The (010) crystal plane accelerates the thermal
decomposition of HMX molecules in P-010, whereas the
rate constant abruptly decreases when Gr adds to the same
HMX crystal plane. The differences in the rate constants for
the (001), (010), and (100) crystal planes and the
corresponding HMX/Gr mixtures are 0.68, 5.17, and 0.69

FIGURE 10 | Number of HMX molecules adsorbed on Gr in HMX/Gr
systems with the pressure ranging from atmospheric pressure to 31 GPa.

FIGURE 11 | Percentage of fragments absorbed on Gr.
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ps−1, respectively. Thus, Gr was found to have a considerable
desensitization effect on HMX/Gr mixtures, especially with
the (010) crystal plane.

Both experimental and theoretical studies have shown that
HMX exhibits anisotropic responses under shock loading.
Menikoff et al. (2005) measured the wave profiles of HMX,
which is an elastic–plastic material, and calculated the
nonlinear and transient wave behavior using a rate-dependent
elastic–plastic model. The reported effective yield strength values
for the (011) and (010) crystal planes are 0.18 and 0.31 GPa,
respectively. Ge et al. (2014) performed AIMD simulations of
HMX in conjunction with the multiscale shock technique under
different lattice vectors. A comparison of shock wave propagation
along the a, b, and c lattice vectors revealed the smallest sliding
rate for lattice vector b, suggesting that the anisotropy of HMX
under shock loading can mainly be attributed to lattice vector b.
Interestingly, our current results suggest that Gr also has
anisotropic reaction responses under thermal loading
depending on the orientation of the HMX crystal plane.

Key Intermediate Fragments
The decomposition pathways, intermediates, and the products of
single molecules and crystal structures under different loadings
have been analyzed using DFT calculations (Lewis et al., 2000a;
Lewis et al., 2000b; Lyman et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2003; Cobos,
2005; Sharia and Kuklja, 2010), AIMD simulations (Manaa et al.,
2002; Ge et al., 2012; Ge et al., 2014), and RMDS (Zhou and
Huang, 2011). For HMX, the initial pathways are homolytic
cleavage of the N–NO2 bond to produce a NO2 radical,
migration of a H atom from methylene to form HONO,
breaking of four C–N bonds to form CH2N2O2, isomerization
of NO2 with subsequent C–N bond breaking to release N2O2

fragments, and C–H bond dissociation. As theoretical
simulations (Los et al., 2015; Ganz et al., 2017) have indicated
that Gr is not reactive at temperatures lower than 4510 K, for the
HMX/Gr systems in this study, all the intermediate fragments are
considered to originate from HMX molecules.

The evolution of the fragment number with simulation time is
commonly used to study the mechanisms of EMs under different
conditions. We calculated the fragments in the seven models
using a bond order of 0.3 at 3000 K. NO2, HONO, N2O2, HNO3,
and NO were found to be the main intermediates during thermal
decomposition of the HMX and HMX/Gr systems, which is
consistent with other calculations (Manaa et al., 2002; Zhou
and Huang, 2011; Ge et al., 2012) and experimental results
(Shaw and Walker, 1977; Behrens and Bulusu, 1991). The
time evolutions of NO2 radical fragments at 3000 K are
presented in Figure 4 for the HMX crystal planes and HMX/
Gr systems. The maximum number of NO2 fragments per HMX
molecule observed for P-HMX, P-001, P-010, P-100, G-001, G-
010, and G-100 are 1.67, 1.48, 1.59, 1.54, 1.25, 0.93, and 1.12 mol,
respectively.

Taking the NO2 fragments observed for P-HMX as the
benchmark, the maximum numbers of NO2 fragments in the
other six calculated systems are lower. The differences in these
values between P-HMX and P-001, P-010, P-100, G-001, G-010,
and G-100 are 0.19, 0.06, 0.13, 0.42, 0.74, and 0.55 mol, respectively.
The addition of Gr caused obvious differences in the NO2 radical

TABLE 6 | Types and amounts of fragments formed on the Gr surface.

System Fragments on the Gr
surface

G-001 1 × C19H3O13C(ads)4O(ads), 1 × C21H7O15N3C(ads)3, 1 × C7O6NC(ads)2, 9 × O(ads), 1 × C8H5O8C(ads), 1 ×
C5H3O6NC(ads)2, 1 × C9HO5NC(ads)3N(ads), 1 × C10O8C(ads), 1 × C3O3C(ads)2, 1 × C(ads)2, 1 × CO2C(ads)2, 2 ×
HO2C(ads)2, 1 × C2ON(ads), 1 × CON(ads), 1 × C(ads)O(ads), 1 × HO2C(ads), 1 × OC(ads)O(ads), 1 × OC(ads)2O(ads), 1
× CO3C(ads)2, 2 × HN(ads), 4 × C(ads), 1 × HOC(ads)O(ads), 2 × OC(ads), 1 × HC(ads), and 1 × HO(ads)

G-010 1 × C13H3O9C(ads), 1 × C26H3O20N3C(ads)8O(ads)2, 12 × HO(ads), 1 × C16H2O8N4C(ads)5, 1 × C10H4O6NC(ads)3, 1 ×
C5HO2O(ads)N(ads), 10 × OC(ads), 2 × CHOC(ads), 27 × O(ads), 1 × C5H2O5C(ads), 1 × C5H2O7NC(ads)2, 1 ×
C3HO3O(ads), 1 × NC(ads)N(ads), 1 × COC(ads), 1 × CO2C(ads)2, 1 × C2OO(ads), 1 × C4H2O5C(ads)2, 1 ×
C3HO4N2C(ads), 1 × CO2NC(ads), 2 × C(ads), 1 × CON(ads), 3 × H(ads), 2 × N(ads), 4 × HO2C(ads), 1 × HO4NC(ads)5, 1
× NN(ads), 1 × C2HO4C(ads), 1 × CH2O2C(ads), 1 × OC(ads)O(ads), 1 × C2HO5C(ads)3, 1 × COC(ads)N(ads), 1 ×
OC(ads)2, 1 × HOO(ads), 1 × CNO(ads), and 1 × HN(ads)

G-100 1 × C10H3O10C(ads), 1 × C10HO8N2C(ads), 1 × C2H3O3C(ads)3, 1 × CH2O3O(ads), 1 × C3O3C(ads)2O(ads), 18 × O(ads), 1
× COC(ads)2, 1 × C10H2O8C(ads), 1 × C13H3O9NC(ads), 1 × C12H3O8NC(ads)5N(ads), 7 × OC(ads), 1 × C3O3C(ads), 1 ×
C6HO4N(ads), 1 × HO2NC(ads)3O(ads), 3 × HOC(ads), 7×HO(ads), 1×C5HO4N2C(ads)2O(ads), 1 × C4H2O5C(ads)4, 1 ×
C2H2O3O(ads), 1 × COC(ads), 2 × CHO2C(ads), 1 × CH2O3C(ads)2, 1 × CHO2C(ads)3, 1 × C6H2O5NC(ads)2, 1 ×
HO2C(ads), 1 × OC(ads)O(ads), 2 × C(ads), 1 × NN(ads), 1 × H(ads), 3 × N(ads), and 1 × NC(ads)

FIGURE 12 | Evolution of O(ads) in HMX/Gr systems at 3000 K.
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evolution curves with time. Figure 5 shows the G-001, G-010, and G-
100 models viewed in the XZ plane [i.e., along the (010) direction].
Among theHMX/Gr systems, the steric hindrance is largest in G-010
because of the NO2 functional groups. Owing to steric hindrance by
the NO2 functional groups and interactions between Gr and HMX,
the presence of Gr can inhibit the initial decomposition reaction
pathways of HMX, with a directional and selective effect along the
(010) crystal plane.

To further evaluate the effect of the crystal plane and Gr on
HMX/Gr thermal decomposition, the evolutions of HONO,
N2O2, HNO3, and NO are obtained, as shown in Figure 6. In
all the calculated systems, more gradual changes were observed
for the HNO3, NO, and N2O2 fragments than for HONO.

The rate constant for each intermediate was calculated using
Equation (2) in the simulation time range corresponding to the
decay from the maximum population to zero at 3000 K as shown
in Table 5. For both HONO and N2O2, the rate constants are
higher for the HMX/Gr systems than for P-HMX. However, the
NO rate constant was similar for all seven calculated systems.
Furthermore, the NO2 rate constants show complex behavior.
The NO2 rate constants for P-010 and P-100 are significantly
higher than that for P-HMX.

The HMX crystal planes and Gr did not affect the initial
decomposition pathways of HMX molecules in any of the
systems. However, the trends of intermediates and the rate
constants in the HMX/Gr systems change abruptly relative to
those of P-HMX and HMX with different crystal planes.

Fragment Formation on Gr Surfaces
The adsorption of HMXmolecules on Gr in the HMX/Gr systems
was investigated at room temperature in the pressure range from

atmospheric pressure to 31 GPa. For G-001, G-010, and G-100,
we found 3, 5, and 3 different configurations for the binding of
HMX molecules on Gr. At atmospheric pressure, two
configurations were observed for the adsorption of HMX
molecules on Gr, as shown in Figure 7. All adsorbed HMX
molecules were located at the Gr edge. In G-001 and G-100, two
oxygen atoms in the nitro functional groups of three HMX
molecules were adsorbed on the Gr surface, which can be
described as three C4H8O6N8O(ads)2 molecules (Figures
7A,C). In contrast, in G-010, one oxygen atom in the nitro
functional group of one HMX molecule was adsorbed on the
Gr surface, described as one C4H8O7N8O(ads) molecule
(Figure 7B). This change in configuration shows that the
interactions between HMX and Gr differ depending on the
crystal plane.

To study the effect of pressure on the amount of HMX
molecules adsorbed on the Gr surface, the structures of the
HMX/Gr supercells were calculated at 300 K and different
pressures using the structures at atmospheric pressure and
room temperature as the starting point. The number
distribution of HMX molecules adsorbed on the Gr surface
was analyzed. The results showed that the nitro functional
groups on the A-axis and E-axis of a single HMX molecule
could be adsorbed on the surface of Gr. In the pressure range of
1–31 GPa, along the (001) plane, HMX molecules could be
adsorbed on the Gr surface with two different configurations.
In the first configuration, one oxygen atom in the nitro functional
group was adsorbed on the Gr surface, described as
C4H8O7N8O(ads) (Figure 8A). In the second configuration,
one N atom and two O atoms in the nitro functional group
were adsorbed on the Gr surface, described as C4H8O6N7N(ads)

FIGURE 13 | Evolution of HO(ads) (A) and OC(ads) (B) in HMX/Gr systems at 3000 K.
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O(ads)2 (Figure 8B). In the same pressure range, along the (100)
plane, HMXmolecules could be adsorbed on the Gr surface via an
N atom in the CN ring, described as C4H8O8N7N(ads)
(Figure 8C). In the second configuration, two HMX molecules
were adsorbed on the Gr surface via one oxygen atom in the nitro
functional group, described as C4H8O7N8O(ads), with one
molecule located above the Gr surface and the other below, as
shown in Figure 8D.

In the same pressure range, along the (010) plane, four
configurations were obtained for the adsorption of a single
HMX molecule on the Gr surface, as shown in Figure 9. In
the first configuration, two oxygen atoms in a nitro functional
group were adsorbed on the Gr surface, described as
C4H8O6N8O(ads)2 (Figure 9A). In the second configuration, a
nitrogen atom in the CN ring was adsorbed on the Gr surface,
described as C4H8O8N7N(ads) (Figure 9B). In the third
configuration, an oxygen atom in a nitro functional group and
an N atom in the CN ring were adsorbed on the Gr surface,
described as C4H8O7N7O(ads)N(ads) (Figure 9C). In the fourth
configuration, four oxygen atoms from two nitro groups were
adsorbed on the Gr surface, described as C4H8O4N8O(ads)4
(Figure 9D). Compared with G-001 and G-100, HMX

adsorption on G-010 at high pressures is more complex. For
G-010, two nitro functional groups in a HMX molecule can bind
to Gr, which is an important factor affecting the stability of HMX
under extreme conditions.

Figure 10 shows the number of HMX molecules adsorbed on
the Gr surface in each HMX/Gr system in the pressure range from
atmospheric pressure to 31 GPa. At all pressures except 19, 21,
and 23 GPa, fewer HMX molecules were adsorbed on the Gr
surface along the (010) plane than along the (001) and (100)
planes.

In the condensed phase at 3000 K, the chemical processes
occurring in the HMX/Gr systems were more complex than those
in the pure HMX supercells, and the initial reaction pathways of the
HMXmolecules were different.Moreover, the fragments produced in
the HMX/Gr systems clearly depended on the crystal plane. Table 6
shows the main fragments formed on the Gr surface at 3500 K and
100 ps. The fragments are described using the notation A × B(ads)C,
where A represents the number of fragments on the Gr surface,
B(ads) represents the types of atoms bonded to the Gr surface, and C
represents the number of bonded B atoms. For G-001, G-010, and G-
100, 25, 34, and 31 decomposition product fragments, respectively,
were generated on the Gr surface.

FIGURE 14 | Evolution of the final products in HMX/Gr systems at 3000 K. (A) N2, (B) H2O, (C) CO2, and (D) CO.
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For G-001, the most common fragment was O(ads), whereas
for G-010 and G-100 O(ads), the major fragments were OC(ads)
and HO (ads). This change indicates that at high temperatures,
the fragments generated by HMX react with the C atoms on the
Gr surface to form different kinds of products, which reduces the
reaction rate constant of HMX molecules. Thus, by prolonging
the decomposition time of HMX molecules, the addition of Gr
can improve the sensitivity of HMX explosives.

To further analyze the debris properties adsorbed on the
surface of graphene, the total amount of fragments in different
mixture systems was counted and classified by the thermal
decomposition products without carbon atoms absorbed on
the Gr surface [represented as C0, likes HN(ads), HO(ads),
HOO(ads), CNO(ads), CH2O3O(ads), and NN(ads)], the one
carbon atom bonded to the Gr surface [represented as C1,
likes C13H3O9C(ads) and C10H2O8C(ads)] and containing
two or more carbon atoms absorbed on the Gr surface
[represents as C2, C3O3C(ads)2O(ads), C6H2O5NC(ads)2].
The final products such as N2, CO2, and CO can be
absorbed on the Gr surface, while the H2O fragments
cannot be absorbed on the Gr surface. The largest relative
molecular weight fragments absorbed on the Gr surface of G-
001, G-010, and G-100 are C21H7O15N3C(ads)3,
C26H3O20N3C(ads)8O(ads)2, and C12H3O8NC(ads)5N(ads),
respectively.

The results show that not only the number of fragments
adsorbed on the surface of graphene in the G-010 system is
the largest but also the carbon cluster, which is
C26H3O20N3C(ads)8O(ads)2 with the largest relative molecular
weight, is adsorbed on the surface of graphene in the G-010
system. Figure 11 is the percentage of different fragments
absorbed on Gr in G-001, G-010 and G-100. The percentage
of C0 fragments in G-100 is larger than the same percentage of C0
fragments in G-001 and G-010. In addition, in G-001, G-010, and
G-100 systems, the products without carbon atoms account for
31.58, 52.81, and 53.57%, respectively.

Figure 12 shows the time evolution of the O(ads) population
in the HMX/Gr systems. Similar trends were observed for all the
HMX/Gr systems. The amount of O(ads) increases quickly from
0 to 10.2 ps, decreased slowly between 10.3 and 71.5 ps, and then
reaches an equilibrium value at 71.6–100 ps. The maximum
O(ads) amount decreases in the following order: G-010 > G-
100 > G-001.

The time evolutions of HO(ads) and OC(ads) populations in
the HMX/Gr systems are displayed in Figure 13. For G-001, G-
010, and G-100 at 3000 K, the number of HO(ads) fragments
fluctuated at 4, 8, and 6, respectively, whereas the number of
OC(ads) fragments fluctuated at 3.5, 8.3, and 7.0, respectively.
These results indicate that the HO(ads) and OC(ads) amounts
reached equilibrium during the simulation time with the same
order as O(ads), but no obvious peak values were observed for
HO(ads) and OC(ads).

The fragment evolution results indicate that the initial
decomposition pathways in the HMX/Gr systems at 3000 K
involve the reaction of C atoms in Gr with the intermediates,
resulting in the formation of C=O, C–OH, and C–CO bonds
between C atoms and nitro radicals, hydroxyl radicals, and

CO. A comparison of the product distributions for the HMX/
Gr systems shows that the type and quantity of Gr products
are maximized along the (010) crystal plane. Thus, the
decomposition reactions in the HMX/Gr systems at high
temperature are directional and selective, which provides
theoretical guidance for the formulation of Gr-based
explosives with improved safety.

Final Products
The final products in the thermal decomposition process were
analyzed using a bond-order cutoff of 0.3. The evolution of
various products (N2, H2O, CO2, and CO) during the simulation
time is presented in Figure 14. These results suggest that these small
products appear quickly at the beginning of the simulation (0–20 ps)
and then reach a plateau at 20.1–100 ps. This behavior implies that
Gr and the HMX crystal planes do not affect the kinetic parameters
of the final products.

CONCLUSION

In this work, RMDS was used to study the initial thermal
decomposition reactions in HMX/Gr mixtures with different
crystal planes. The analyses of the lattice parameters, binding
energies, rate constants, and the evolution of intermediates and
products revealed that the thermal stability of HMX is strongly
dependent on the crystal plane and Gr.

In particular, the thermal stability of HMX was found to be more
sensitive to the (010) crystal plane than the (001) and (100) planes,
with the addition of Gr significantly lowering the reaction rate
constants for HMX molecules. Monitoring the evolution of
various intermediates, including NO2 radicals, HONO, NO,
N2O2, and HNO3, at 3000 K showed that the addition of Gr to
HMXalong the (010) crystal plane increased themaximum amounts
of these intermediates. Furthermore, these results indicated that the
homolytic cleavages of N–NO2 and HONO elimination are the
primary pathways for HMX decomposition in HMX/Gr systems in
the early stages at high temperatures.

Notably, the addition of Gr along the (010) crystal plane was
found to suppress NO2 radical formation. At pressures ranging from
atmospheric pressure to 31 GPa at 300 K, HMX molecules were
mostly adsorbed on the Gr surface via oxygen and nitrogen atoms in
the nitro functional groups or nitrogen atoms in the HMX ring.
Based on the intermediate population analysis for the HMX/Gr
systems, the addition of Gr did not change the mechanism of HMX
thermal decomposition, but the amount of product fragments
decreased in the order G-010 > G-100 > G-001. The carbon
atoms in Gr can easily form C=O, C–OH, and C–CO bonds to
produce O(ads), HO(ads), and OC(ads) fragments, with the greatest
effects observed for G-010.
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